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Adaptive Stochastic Control
for the Smart Grid
The main theme of this paper is that creation of the Smart Grid will
provide self-healing capabilities and improved efficiency and
allow load and source management for better performance.
By Roger N. Anderson, Member IEEE , Albert Boulanger,
Warren B. Powell, Member IEEE , and Warren Scott

ABSTRACT | Approximate dynamic programming (ADP) driven
adaptive stochastic control (ASC) for the Smart Grid holds the
promise of providing the autonomous intelligence required to
elevate the electric grid to efficiency and self-healing capabilities more comparable to the internet. To that end, we demonstrate the load and source control necessary to optimize
management of distributed generation and storage within the
Smart Grid.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous control systems for field operations such as at
electric utilities and independent system operators, and
especially for the Smart Grid, are more difficult than those
required to control indoor and site-specific systems (e.g.,
factory assembly lines, petrochemical plants, and nuclear
power plants). Below we describe such an adaptive stochastic control (ASC) system for load and source management of real-time Smart Grid operations.
Electric utilities operate in a difficult, outdoor environment that is dominated by stochastic (statistical) variabil-
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ity, primarily driven by the vagaries of the weather and by
equipment failures. Within the Smart Grid, advanced dynamic control will be required for simultaneous management of real time pricing, curtailable loads, electric vehicle
recharging, solar, wind, and other distributed generation
sources, many forms of energy storage, and microgrid
management (see Fig. 1).
Computationally, controlling the Smart Grid is a multistage, time-variable, stochastic optimization problem. ASC
using approximate dynamic programming (ADP) offers the
capability of achieving autonomous control using a computational learning system to manage the Smart Grid.
Within the complexities of the Smart Grid (see Fig. 1), ADP
driven ASC is used as a decomposition strategy that breaks
the problem of continuous Smart Grid management, with
its long time horizons, into a series of short-term problems
that a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming solver can
handle with sufficient speed and computational efficiency
to make it practical for system-of-systems control.
In this paper, we consider a specific application for
distributed electricity dispatch involving a multidimensional control variable (the flow of energy from different
sources to serve different loads that we term Bload and
source control[), where for each time period, the distributed generation is linked to a storage device. We describe
an ADP algorithm for solving this ASC problem with
hundreds or thousands of variables, and demonstrate that
the ADP solution produces results that are extremely close
to optimal. We then address the problem of energy storage
(e.g., in a large battery) in the presence of a more complex
Bstate of the world[ variable. In this problem, the state of
the system includes not only the energy stored in the
battery, but also variations in wind, load demand and
electricity prices. These experiments demonstrate both the
potential of ADP for solving high dimensional energy
allocation problems but also some potential pitfalls (such
0018-9219/$26.00  2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The adaptive stochastic control (ASC) of the Smart Grid must simultaneously optimize supply and demand from many new,
distributed loads and sources such as the following: price sensitive and curtailable loads, intermittent solar and wind generation,
distributed energy storage, EV charging, and microgrids. (Source: Modified after Con Edison drawing).

as using Approximate Policy Iteration with poorly chosen
basis functions). These results are important for the use of
ADP for any energy optimization problem.

•

II . CONTROL OF T HE SMART GRID

•

Within the Smart Grid, any control technology must automate energy management so that real-time data is converted to information fast enough so that problems are
diagnosed instantly, corrective actions are identified and
executed dynamically in the field, and feedback loops
provide metrics that verify that the work done is producing
the desired effects. Our view of Adaptive Stochastic Control requires the following characteristics:
• Self-healing: automatic repair or removal of potentially faulty equipment from service before it
fails, and reconfiguration of the system to reroute
supplies of energy to sustain power to all
customers,
• Flexible: rapid and safe interconnection of distributed generation and energy storage at any point in
the system at any time,
• Predictive: use of statistics, machine learning,
adaptive algorithms, and predictive models (for
example weather impact projections) to provide
the next most likely events so that appropriate

•

actions are taken to reconfigure the system before
next worst events can happen,
Interactive: appropriate information is provided
transparently regarding the status of the system in
near real time,
Optimal: both Smart Grid operators and customers
act to allow all key participants in the energy system to most efficiently and economically manage
contingencies with environmentally sound actions,
Secure: cyber- and physical-security, so that twoway communications protect all critical assets of
the Smart Grid.

III . MAJOR NEW COMPONENTS OF
THE S MART GRI D
In order to autonomously control the Smart Grid, it will be
necessary to optimally manage new, intelligent equipment at
all critical transmission, distribution, and consumption
points. It is our view that for this new intelligence to
become an effective part of the operations of an integrated
Smart Grid system, control technologies must be integrated
into an Adaptive Stochastic Control system. The ASC
optimizes load and source management within a system-ofsystems that provides secure communications, efficient data
management, diagnostic analysis, and work management
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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integration [1]. The Smart Grid must operate as an integrated
machine that simultaneously controls at least the following
new technologies that are briefly described below.

A. AMI’s, Demand Response and Curtailable Loads
Many people, especially in the public sector, consider
the Smart Grid to be only Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). Such systems provide 2-way consumption
control at the customer site, as well as distributed load
management, and customer communications at the utility
site [2]. An extension of AMI is the Home Area Network
(HAN) that additionally provides demand response functionality such as automated control of refrigerators, air
conditioners, thermostats, and home entertainment systems. In addition, many utilities, energy services and aggregator companies provide automated curtailment
programs through subscription services. When controlled
by ADP algorithms, self-healing capabilities more common
to the Internet can potentially be built into automated
reconfiguration regimes when information is passed
through such curtailment programs, [3], [4].
B. Flexible Power Electronics
Other classes of Smart Grid devices that must be optimally managed are power flow routers such as fault current limiters, sectionalizing switches, FACTS devices [5],
and Smart Wires [6]. For example, FACTS devices can be
used to route power around load congestion. The Smart
Grid must manage these internet-like Brouters[ along with
the only present alternative, incentive-based nodal pricing
in states with competitive, real-time markets [7].
C. Photovoltaics and Solar Heating
Photovoltaics (PV) provide local load relief for the
Smart Grid. However, the inherent unpredictability
caused by cloud cover variations makes the certainty of
fixed quantities of power impossible, unless distributed
storage is coupled with the PV systems. That said, entire
countries depend upon solar heating for hot water subsystems for all homes, such as in Cyprus. PV and solar
heating are fundamentally a curtailment service whereby
grid electricity is replaced by PV locally available to a home
or business. Also, small amounts of power can be sent back
into the grid to relieve load in a local area [8].
D. Recharging Electric Vehicles
Electric Vehicles and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(grouped as EV’s here) present unique problems for Smart
Grid control because they are mobile sinks for power in the
day and fixed sinks at night [9]. ASC management of EV
charging is mostly needed during the day in large urban
areas, when large populations of EV’s will plug into the
grid upon arrival at work, just as the electricity consumption is ramping up towards peak loads and electric transportation systems such as subways are in their morning
rush hours. A further homeland security requirement will
1100
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likely be that each EV must receive at least a partial
recharge so all vehicles can make it out of the city in case of
an emergency. Thus, load transfer to storage facilities
linked to EV charging stations is needed in addition to grid
charging to manage such variable demand.
BGreen Garages[ are beginning to appear in cities like
New York. They certify that the power used to charge EV’s
comes from renewable energy sources, often on roofs.
Also, EV’s could represent a significant mobile source of
emergency power in case of crisis situations such as blackouts. These Vehicle-to-Grid technologies (V2G) could then
provide additional power particularly to nearby homes.
Many countries are promoting EV use that will drive
market penetration, such as the introduction of laws like
BThe Electric Drive Vehicle Deployment Act[ of 20101 in
the United States. Such mobile load and source complexities must be managed within the ASC.

E. Microgrids
Microgrids are small scale, largely independent grids
that remain connected to the Smart Grid. Within microgrids, distributed generation sources such as PV and wind,
along with distributed generators, are linked to distributed
storage and EV recharging stations to provide a selfsustaining local grid. They provide local electric distribution for a neighborhood, campus, military base, or manufacturing facility that can be independently Bislanded[
from the grid in emergencies. Microgrids also include local
load and source control using Building Management Systems (BMS) and often power Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) of large groups of buildings. Microgrids are designed to be able to stand alone from the electric grid (thus the islanding) in times of crisis so that the
power in the area can be maintained via local generation.
Microgrids can also be sites of significant curtailable load
for utilities during critical load relief periods of peak
demand [10]. The ASC must be cognizant of financial and
market valuations critical to the benefits of having a
microgrid in the first place [11], [12].
F. Energy Storage
A critical addition to the Smart Grid control solution
comes from the addition of significant energy storage capability. Intermittent power sources like PV, Solar Thermal, and Wind require some place to store the electricity to
fill needs during cloudy and/or windless times. The Electricity Storage Organization tracks the cost of both large
and small scale energy storage systems, from Lithium-Ion,
Nickel-Cadmium and Lead-Acid batteries, through fly
wheels and super-capacitors, to various large scale battery
storage devices, and finally to large scale cavern storage of
compressed air and hydroelectric storage that involves
pumping water back upstream during nights (Fig. 2).
1

c.f.: http://markey.house.gov/index.php?option=com_content&.
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Fig. 2. The relative power output, discharge time, and cost per KWH for various Energy storage devices.

In addition, other electricity storage devices such as
those that melt salt, heat vegetable oils, freeze ice, and use
fuel cells have attained scattered, deployment. All these
storage technologies are viable, if affordable and controllable: barriers that have not yet been fully conquered.
However, their certain entry into alternative energy
systems make PV, wind, EV recharging, and microgrids
manageable.

G. Distributed Generation
The Smart Grid also must be able to control small-scale
generation owned by customers. Facilities such as
combined-heat-and-power (CHP) co-generation and emergency diesel generators will be managed along with PV, EV
and microgrid sources and storage facilities in order to
preserve adequate power margins at all times.
H. Storm Management
The key exogenous variable is weather, and its
corollary is accurate storm forecasting. Weather is the
principal forcing function driving the uncertainties that
must be optimized by all Smart Grid control systems.
New methods linking these erratic sources to storage are
required if we are to treat these renewable sources and
sinks as dispatchable loads [13], [14]. Experiments with
ADP control of such distributed load and source
combinations will be presented in Sections V and VI
below.

I. Massive Solar Thermal and Wind
Generation Facilities
Solar thermal power generation facilities have been
very successful in linking large arrays of mirrors that focus
the sun’s energy into a storage medium, usually a salt that
is melted or a vegetable oil that is heated. The heat storage
medium can be used to power steam generators to produce
electricity for many hours after sunset. This combination
has allowed the design of very large solar thermal power
plants. Similarly, national visions of a hydrocarbon free
future of energy independence have led to the installation
of gigantic fields of wind turbine power generation in
several countries across the globe. It is theoretically possible to control the input from many such plants distributed
across large deserts and seas so that as much electricity
could be generated from this source as from nuclear and
hydro electric power plants. For example, Arizona has
begun construction of the first 280 MW of an intended
4300 MW solar thermal plant south of Phoenix.
A successful ASC for the Smart Grid must combine
predictive capabilities for cloud cover and strong but
erratic winds in areas of solar and wind generation plants,
such as those in Arizona, West Texas and the North Sea,
with large energy storage facilities. Compressed Air Energy
Storage (CAES) facilities in underground caverns or
emptied natural gas reservoirs are realistic examples.
Swider [15] has demonstrated the economic market modeling needed to justify the combined investment of wind
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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generators with CAES. Payback is minimized only if the
laying of regional transmission lines needed to get the
power to market is part of the up-front investment. This
was a hard lesson learned in West Texas where, as
much as half of the 2000+ MW of wind power is dormant at any given time because of transmission limitations
[16], [17].

J. Nanotechnologies
Above all, controllers for the Smart Grid must have the
capacity to adapt to new technologies not yet invented, or
in long-term development, such as nuclear fusion, or more
likely, nanotechnologies. Smalley [18] has presented
examples of future nanotechnologies that will likely be
important distributed energy sources and storage media
within the next 10 years, including:
• Nanophotovoltaics that may drop PV costs by
100 fold or more,
• Nanophoto catalysts that reduce CO2 emissions
during the formation of methanol,
• Nanothermochemical catalysts that directly convert light and water to hydrogen to work efficiently
at temperatures lower than 900 degrees C,
• Nanofuel cells that drop the cost by 10–100 and
provide low temperature starting capacity that is
reversible,
• Nanobatteries and super-capacitors, that along
with low friction nanoflywheels will improve efficiency by 10–100 for transportation and distributed generation applications,
• Nanoelectronics that produce nanocomputers, and
nanosensors for better SCADA systems,
• Nanolighting to replace incandescent, fluorescent
and LED,
• Nanopaints for the exterior of buildings that generate electricity, and ultimately,
• Quantum wires (QW) that might rewire the transmission grid and enable continental, and even
worldwide electricity transport by replacing copper and aluminum transmission wires.
Perhaps the most promising of these nanotechnologies
for the Smart Grid are Quantum Wires that will have the
electrical conductivity of copper at one-sixth the weight,
but a strength beyond Kevlar. QW can be spun into
polypropylene-like Brope[ and used for transmission lines
of the future. This BFullerene tube[ rope will form a supermaterial of extreme strength, lightness, high temperature
resistance, and unidirectional thermal conductivity (electrons just fit into each tube, and so have only one place to
go), but they also Bmagically[ quantum-jump from one
tube to the next [19], [20].

IV. ADAPTIVE STOCHASTIC CONT ROL
We propose that the key to the successful implementation
of the Smart Grid is to create the ASC management system
1102
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Fig. 3. The feedback loops for an Adaptive Stochastic Controller for
the Smart Grid optimally interprets incoming data from many new
distributed sources and simultaneously manages asset prioritization,
operational actions, maintenance tasks, and emergency responses.

for control of the electric grid. The ASC will be able to
optimize amongst all combinations of loads and sources
above, and in even more unimaginable combinations, and
at all points along the Smart Grid. A tall task indeed.
In order to make this vision a reality, the ASC must
receive, interpret, and act on all manner of new data coming from SCADA sources throughout the grid (Fig. 3). It
will send commands to manage contingencies and optimize power flow, initiate preventive maintenance, control
switching, minimize loads and optimize capital investment, all the while dealing with erratic solar and wind
generation and distributed storage, equipment failures and
weather variations.
Utilities now use complex, computationally driven,
command and control systems like the ASC only in nuclear
power plant management. However, these systems are
particularly focused on preventive maintenance and
identification of out-of-normal operational performance.
They are very good at identifying the Bnext worst[ condition that can happen to the plant at any given time, but
they are not so good at determining the Bnext most likely[
condition to occur within the facility. The ASC for the
Smart Grid must do both.
In Operations Research, control of such systems
presents an extremely complex multi-stage, time-variant,
stochastic optimization problem. An ASC requires the
use of algorithms that perform complex mathematics
using model simulations of the future in near real-time.
That is, ADP solvers are needed that are more familiar
to the military, petrochemical and transportation
industries.
In the utility industry, only the Independent System
Operators use such complex control algorithms, and then
only for economic dispatch of power. For the Smart Grid,
the electricity industry will have to successfully adapt
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these advanced ADP control algorithms for the distribution of electricity or the system will risk catastrophic
failure. For example, future distribution control rooms
will be required to manage the margin between local loads
and multi-owner sources. Margin is currently managed
only at the transmission level. We predict that economic
benefits will be substantial when distribution control
centers also manage margin. Significant economic gains
have been measured after transition to similar autonomous, adaptive system-of-systems control in many other
industries [1], [21].
Momoh [22] offers an excellent summary of the
currently-used and next-generation of control techniques
including ADP, and describes how they might be used by
the utility industry for optimal Smart Grid control.
Werbos [23] further describes the intelligence that must
be mathematically managed using computational learning
system theory. Chuang and McGranaghan [24] further
develop requirements for such intelligent controllers for
the Smart Grid to include simple distributed generation
and storage devices and the interfaces needed to connect
to electricity market participation. Building upon those
successes, the next step is autonomous, Adaptive Stochastic Control that can simultaneously coordinate distributed
generation and storage, utility operations and customer
responses to stochastically varying system and market
conditions.
Such a dynamic, stochastic system is described by five
basic components:
1) The State VariablesVand their three core
components:
a) The physical stateVThis would capture the
amount of energy in a battery, the status of a
diesel generator (on/off), or other physical
dimensions of the system.
b) The information stateVThis includes current and historical demand, energy availability from wind/solar, etc., and electricity
prices.
c) The belief stateVFor systems in which we
are uncertain about the distribution of quantities such as demand, the reliability of the
network, or best prices, we estimate via belief. Thusly, probability distributions make
up our belief in the state of the system.
2) The Decisions (actions/controls)VThese include
whether to charge/discharge the battery, draw
power from or pump it into the grid, or use backup
generation, etc.
3) The Exogenous InformationVThis captures all the
dimensions of uncertainty such as possible
changes in demand, price of electricity, and/or
supply of energy (e.g., from clouds obstructing the
sun). This would also include any network contingencies and emergency failures the system is
experiencing.

4)

The Transition FunctionVGiven the state, decisions and exogenous information, the transition
function determines the state at the next point in
time. This is a set of equations that describe how
the system is likely to evolve over time.
5) The Objective FunctionVThis is the metric(s)
that governs how we make those decisions and
evaluate the performance of policies the controller designs.
An important component of the requirement for success of ASC involves specifying all five of these core elements of the problem. In addition, we also have to specify
the control structure. For example, are we controlling a
single-agent system whereby utilities are managing their
own electrical grids, or a multi-agent system, whereby
individual building operators on the customer-end and the
Independent System Operator on the transmission-end are
also participating in the management of local power distribution systems? All the above must be accommodated
within the ASC algorithms.

A. Policies
Decisions are made using a policy X  ðSÞ ! x that maps
the information in state S to a decision x. For our problem,
it is useful to define the state variable using
St ¼ ðRt ; t ; Kt Þ, which is the state variable, capturing
energy resources Rt , exogenous information t , and
the belief (or knowledge) state Kt . Rt ¼ ðRta Þa2A is
the resource state vector, where Rta is the quantity of
resources with attribute vector a 2 A. Rt describes
the status of dispatchable power generation, the
amount of energy in storage, the state of maintainable
parts, the locations of mobile storage, generation, and
curtailable load.
For example, if a refers to a particular diesel generator,
then we might have Rta ¼ 1 to indicate that the generator is
turned on. If a refers to a type of generator (of which there
may be many), then Rta might refer to the total kilowatts of
capacity that are available to be used. For a battery, Rt
would be the kilowatt-hours of energy in storage. For a
mobile generator, we might let a be the location of the
generator, and we use Rta ¼ 1 to indicate that a generator is
at location a.
The problem of choosing the right type of policy, and
then the subproblem of choosing the best parameters
within a class of policies, is written as
(


sup V ¼ E
2

T
X

)
t



 CðSt ; X ðSt ÞÞ

(1)

t¼0

V  is known variously as the value of a policy or the
cost-to-go function (sometimes denoted as J  ). Here,
CðSt ; X  ðSt ÞÞ can be a cost function if we are minimizing,
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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or a contribution function if we are maximizing. This may
include the cost of generating electricity, purchasing fuel,
losses due to energy conversion, and/or the cost of demand
response. It may also include the cost of repair, and
penalties for curtailing loads from buildings.
We can tune a policy to minimize costs while also
maintaining a level of risk, for example, of being short of
water in a reservoir. This is known as a root finding problem in stochastic search, for which the classic Robbins–
Monro stochastic approximation procedure was designed.
We simulate a policy (e.g., by fixing  in the policy X  ðSt jÞ
above), and after each sample path we observe if we ran
out of water or not. We then adjust  up or down to solve
the constraint where E is the event that we run out of
water, and q is the desired probability.
The focus of the ASC is to design a robust policy  that
most optimally controls the components of the system,
including whether to charge/discharge a battery/storage
unit, when to run a distributed generator, and how much
energy to draw from or add to the grid. Furthermore, this
has to be done for every customer in every network and
circuit in the utility’s service area. Therefore, an adequate
model of the system is required. Policies come in four
broad classes as follows.
1) Myopic PoliciesVThose policies are short term
and are by definition unable to see into the future.
Myopic policies minimize the next-period cost
without regard to the impact of decisions for
future states. Myopic functions lack an explicit
forecast of events or costs in the future (for that,
see the next three categories), but instead minimize only the immediate costs. These policies can
be optimal for specially structured problems, and
can sometimes be tuned to produce good results
over time.
2) Look-ahead PoliciesVAlso classified under names
such as model predictive control and rolling horizon procedures, these policies involve optimizing
over some time horizon using a forecast of the
possible variability of exogenous events such as
weather, demand and prices. Look-ahead policies
can be broadly divided into three categories:
a) Deterministic forecasts = Optimization over
a time horizon using point estimates of what
might happen in the future;
b) Stochastic forecasts = Optimization over a
time horizon using an approximation such as
a sample realization of random outcomes
that might happen within the range of the
horizon.
Look-ahead policies with a stochastic forecast are
typically hard to solve, while deterministic forecasts can produce decisions that are vulnerable to
variations from the forecast.
3) Policy Function ApproximationsVThese are functions that return an action given a state, without
1104
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solving any form of optimization problem. These
come in different flavors, including:
a) Rule-based lookup tables (Bif[ in this state,
Bthen[ take that action).
b) Parameterized rules (Bif the electricity price is
over some numberU , then draw energy from
the battery; if it is belowL , then store energy
in the battery[). Another form of parameterization arises when we have to combine the
cost of electricity against the risk that we will
have to ask customers to curtail usage.
c) Statistical functionsVIf x is the amount of
energy to draw from the grid, then let
x ¼ 0 þ 1 1 ðSÞ þ 2 2 ðSÞ

4)

where f ðsÞ are predefined basis functions.
Policies based on Value Function ApproximationsV
Optimal policies can be characterized by the
Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation:


 


Vt ðSt Þ ¼ maxxt CðSt ; xt Þ þ E Vtþ1 SM ðSt ; xt ; Wtþ1 Þ jSt
Solving the HJB equation for Smart Grid problems incurs not one but three BCurses of
Dimensionality[:
a) the state variable,
b) the exogenous information Wtþ1 , (wind, solar,
prices, demands), and
c) the vector of actions xt .
We overcome these Fcurses_ using several devices:
a) approximate the value function around the post-decision
state to eliminate the expectation, b) replace the value
function with a computationally tractable approximation,
and c) solve the resulting deterministic maximization
problem using a commercial solver.
These policies can be combined when, for example, we
can use a short-term forecast of weather to optimize over, say,
an eighty-four hour future time horizon (model predictive
control) and then use value function approximations (given
by V tþ1 ðStþ1 Þ) to capture the impact of being in a state at the
end of the eighty-four hours. These, in turn, can be further
combined with tunable policies (policy function approximations), to take advantage of simple rules for determining
when batteries should be charged or discharged.

B. ADP and the Post-Decision State
Adaptive Stochastic Control for the Smart Grid involves the design of robust policies that work well over
many sample realizations. Given the diversity of problems,
choosing a controller requires finding a policy structure
that works well given the specific structure of the physical
problem. Particular concerns are the complexity of the
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state variable and the dimensionality of the control variable. For example, model predictive control is well suited to
complex states and multidimensional actions, but the resulting models can be computationally large and timeconsuming to solve, especially if uncertainties are handled
explicitly. Run times can grow from a few seconds if we are
willing to optimize over a short time horizon to many
hours with longer horizons.
Policy function approximations require the design of
specific functions that return an action given a state. The
most flexible uses a lookup table (Bif in this state, then take
this action[) but this strategy is limited to extremely small
state spaces. More common are parametric models (Bstore
energy if the energy from wind exceeds some value[),
which usually requires tuning one or more parameters.
Parametric models of policy functions require the ability to
recognize the structure of a policy. When this is possible,
parametric models work very well.
When the structure of a policy is not obvious, it is
necessary to turn to policies based on value function approximations. The theoretical foundation of this strategy is
based on solving the HJB equation. Using different strategies for sampling the value of being in a state, these
sampled values can be used to produce statistical estimates
of the value of being in a state (sometimes referred to as
the Bcritic[ as in Fig. 3). These sampled estimates are
typically then used to fit a parametric or nonparametric
statistical model.
Policies based on value function approximations produce a decomposition that reduces Smart Grid problems
with long horizons into a series of smaller problems that
can be particularly easy to solve. Some applications, such
as the load and source controller, might require solving
integer programs. Using modern solvers such as Cplex,
such problems can be exceptionally easy to solve over short
horizons, but become exponentially harder as horizons
grow (as might happen when using model predictive
control). This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Implicit in the use of policies based on value function
approximations is that we can solve the optimization
problem:
xt ¼ arg maxx2X ðCðSt ; xÞ þ EV tþ1 ðStþ1 ÞÞ:
When x is a vector, solving the maximization problem
is problematic, since we also typically cannot compute the
expectation exactly. In fact, there is an entire area of operations research known as stochastic search that focuses on
solving problems of the general form:
maxx EFðx; WÞ
where W is a random variable.
In the Smart Grid, we solve the problem of Bnested[
expectation by approximating the value function around
the post-decision state:
Sxt ¼ SM;x ðSt ; xt Þ;
which is computed deterministically from the current
state St and action xt . This transforms our decision problem to

x  
xt ¼ arg maxx2X CðSt ; xÞ þ V t Sxt :
Note that we are now solving a deterministic problem
without an imbedded expectation. This makes it possible
to bring into play commercial solvers that can handle
vector-valued decisions. The solver is then used to handle
multiple networks of storage devices, curtailable loads, and
distributed generators interacting with a distribution grid.

C. Designing Policies
When using policy function approximations, we face
the challenge of finding a function that maps a state to an
action. For example, we might write the policy X  ðSt Þ
using a simple regression model as
X  ðSt Þ ¼ 0 þ 1 1 ðSÞ þ 2 ðSÞ:

(2)

Alternatively, the policy may be based on a value function
approximation
Fig. 4. Computation times can grow dramatically when optimizing
over longer planning horizons.


x  
X  ðSt Þ ¼ arg maxx2X CðSt ; xÞ þ V t Sxt :
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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Whether we are approximating the policy itself using a
policy function approximation as in (2), or a policy based
on a value function approximation (3), we face the problem of approximating a function. Three fundamental strategies for approximating functions are i) lookup tables (an
action for each state, or a value for each state), ii) parametric models [as in (2)], and iii) nonparametric models.
One of the most popular strategies is to use a parametric model for the value of being in each state, where we
would write

VðSÞ ¼

X

f f ðSÞ:

f 2F

With this strategy, we face the challenge of first identifying
the basis functions f ðSÞ, and then tuning the parameters
. This approach is popular and can work quite well, but it
introduces the undesirable Bart[ of identifying the basis
functions.
A powerful and flexible strategy is to use nonparametric statistical representations to approximate either the
policy or value functions. Then one must evaluate competing statistical strategies, such as
• Kernel regression;
• Support Vector regression;
• Neural networks;
• Dirichlet process mixtures.
For example, Hannah et al. [25], [26], have developed
an algorithm called DP-GLM, which uses Dirichlet Process
mixtures of Generalized Linear Models. This method
offers some powerful features:
a) it can handle high-dimensional covariates (state
variables);
b) the covariates can be discrete, continuous or
categorical;
c) it is asymptotically unbiased.
The DP-GLM algorithm has recently been implemented in Java where it has been tuned to handle incremental updates, which is important for approximate
dynamic programming. DP-GLM is a Bayesian strategy,
but additional research is needed to handle the specification of priors.
These nonparametric methods offer the ability to handle complex functions. Also, they can be used in situations
where data is becoming available in the future which we
are not aware of now. This might be a common situation as
we move into a future Smart Grid that we do not fully
envisage right now. However, considerable empirical research is needed to ensure that an approximation strategy
is robust.
Approximation strategies work best when they take
advantage of the structure of the problem. For example,
we may have a good idea what a battery charge/discharge
policy should look like. A major component of the Smart
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Grid deployment at Con Edison involves the storage of
energy, the management of dispatchable power such as
distributed generators and storage units. These decisions
all act on the resource vector Rt . Fortunately, resource
allocation problems exhibit concavity (when we are maximizing), which is a particularly useful property both for
approximating a value function, and for optimizing vectorvalued decisions.
Godfrey and Powell [27], Topaloglu and Powell [28]
and Powell [29, Ch. 11 and 12] show how this property can
be exploited to solve large-scale stochastic resource allocation problems. This strategy was recently adapted to
develop SMART, a stochastic, multiscale energy policy
model that can handle high-dimensional energy dispatch
and storage over a large network and hundreds of thousands of time periods [29].

D. Policy Search
There are two fundamental strategies for searching for
policies:
1) Direct policy search for policy function
approximationsVSince we cannot compute the
expectation exactly, we have to depend on Monte
Carlo sampling (which might be online or offline).
This draws on the broader field of stochastic
search [31]. Policies can be optimized using methods such as sequential kriging. Frazier et al. [32],
[33], and Scott et al. [34] develop the idea of using
the knowledge gradient (see Section VI) for
stochastic search, and this has proven to be quite
effective for policy optimization. The knowledge
gradient chooses measurements that maximize the
expected value of a measurement. Direct policy
search can be highly effective when the structure
of a policy is fairly apparent. For example, deciding when to charge and discharge a battery may be
a simple function of time of day, prices and energy
availability from wind or solar. Generally, policy
search is performed when the behavior of a policy
is governed by a relatively small number of tunable parameters.
2) Bellman residual minimization for value function
approximationsVThis is the most widely used
strategy for optimizing policies, and encompasses
a variety of algorithmic approaches that include
approximate value iteration (including temporal
difference learning) and approximate policy iteration (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [35], Bertsekas [36],
Powell [37], and the references cited therein).
Bellman residual minimization uses classical statistical
methods to observe the value of being in a state, and then
uses this to develop an approximation of the value
function as a function of the state. There are two broad
strategies for performing this approximation: approximate
value iteration [also known as TD(0)], where the value of
being in a state depends directly on the current value
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function approximation (a form of statistical bootstrapping), and Approximate Policy Iteration (API), that
requires simulating a policy into the future to approximate
the value of being in a state, and then uses this to update
the value function approximation.
Approximate value iteration is faster and easier to implement, but it has been shown to be unstable [38], [39].
However, it is very effective for problems that can be
classified as resource allocation problems, which is true
for Smart Grid decisions such as how much energy should
be held in a storage device, how many distributed generators should be used at a point in time, and how many
mobile storage devices should be moved to a particular
location.

E. Convergence Results
There are surprisingly few provably convergent algorithms in approximate dynamic programming [38], and
none for general applications with continuous state variables. Fortunately, we have much stronger results when we
can exploit the concavity that arises from resource allocation problems (Fig. 5). Ma and Powell [39] review the
literature on convergence proofs and present a provably
convergent algorithm for a parametric representation, but
the proof makes the very strong (and critical) assumption
that the true value function can be perfectly represented in
the space of value functions represented by the particular
parametric representation.
Ormoneit and Sen [42] present a convergence proof
using kernel regression, but their algorithm assumes a finite action space (in practice, it has to be small) and kernel
regression will not scale to more than a few dimensions in
the state space. Ma and Powell [39] present a further
convergence proof for an algorithm that assumes continuous and multidimensional states and actions using kernel
regression, but it does not resolve the issue of exploration,
which remains a difficult algorithmic issue when using
nonparametric representations.

Fig. 5. Piecewise linear value function approximation for energy
storage, showing stochastic update while maintaining concavity.

V. ASC FOR DISTRIBUTE D GENERATION
DI SPAT CH IN T HE PRES E NCE
OF ST ORAGE
The control of distributed energy generation and storage
resources for real time Load and Source Control (LSC) has
been mostly limited to date to controlling pumped hydroelectric power in a reservoir. However, recent Smart Grid
demonstration projects are providing new opportunities to
show the value of resource allocation using distributed
generation and storage for better control of the electric
grid. Candidate high value applications are:
• Binstantaneous[ storage;
• ramp-rate-limited distributed generation;
• cycling power supplies for load arbitrage;
• regulation control support;
• voltage and frequency stabilization;
• power quality management;
• reserve power management;
• reliability;
• security;
• load shifting;
• customer energy management;
• stability and optimization of intermittent, renewable power (e.g., wind, PV).
In order to take advantage of this flexibility, the ASC
controller uses ADP to derive and execute load-balancing
policies based on stochastic inputs of prices, cloud cover
estimations, and distributed generation/storage availability.
In this section, we outline an algorithm that can be
used to solve the problem of electric power dispatch in the
presence of a single storage device. Posed as a maximization problem, we exploit the property of concavity of the
value function. At the same time, we assume that the state
variable consists purely of a resource vector without other
Bstate of the world[ variables, which can dramatically
complicate the problem. This issue is revisited in Section VI
that follows.

A. Approximate Dynamic Programming for
Resource Allocation
An important dimension of Smart Grid management
involves making decisions that can be described as resource management or resource allocation: how much
energy to store in a battery, whether a diesel generator
should be turned on, and whether a mobile storage device
(and/or generator) should be moved to a congested location. A general model that captures the state of all available
resources uses the vector Rt ¼ ðRta Þa2A where Rta is the
number of resources with attribute vector a. We then let
xt ¼ ðxtad Þa2A;d2D , where xtad is the number of resources
we act on with a decision of type d 2 D. A decision d can
be ð1; 0; þ1Þ to discharge, hold, or recharge a battery,
and it can be ð0; 1Þ to turn a distributed generator off or on,
or to repair a component, or it can be a location to which
we are sending a mobile storage device for load pocket
relief. Note that setting a price signal is not a resource
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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allocation decision which impacts flow conservation
(represented on the right-hand side of constraints). Prices
impact coefficients in the objective function, introducing
different challenges for approximating the value function.
Now assume that we represent our state variable as
St ¼ ðRt ; t Þ where t is a vector capturing all parameters
other than those captured by Rt (prices, demand, solar input,
wind). We then exploit the property (true for many, but not
all problems), that the value-function Vt ðRt ; t Þ is often
concave in Rt . Below, we summarize how the strategy works,
along with the current state of convergence theory and
recent experimental applications for energy management.

B. Value Function Approximations
for Resource Allocation
The concavity property (assuming a maximization
framework) suggests a powerful approximation strategy:
we approximate the value function around the postdecision resource vector Rtx ¼ RM ðRt ; xt Þ as a separable, piecewise linear function, using:

 X  x
V t Rtx ; t ¼
V ta Rta
a2A

where V ta ðRtax Þ is piecewise-linear and concave. It is very
easy to estimate piecewise linear, concave functions [27],
[30], by iteratively stepping forward through time, and
updating value functions as we go. Imagine that we are in
iteration n at time t, and let
 




n
n1 
V~t Rtn ; nt ¼ maxn C Snt ; xt þ V t RM Rtn ; xt
xt 2Xt

n

where V~t ðRtn Þ is a placeholder function and X nt is the feasible region at time t, iteration n, capturing constraints
such as flow conservation (e.g. we can only use energy we
have stored). Solving the maximization problem can be
done using a commercial solver such as Cplex. Now let ^vnta
n
be the marginal value of an incremental change in Rta
. We
might obtain this as a dual variable of the flow consern
vation constraint for Rta
, or using a numerical derivative:
n1  n
Rt

^vnta ¼ V~t



n1 
þ eta ; nt  V~t Rtn ; nt

where eta is a vector of 0’s with a 1 in the element corresponding to attribute a. We then use ^vnta to update our
piecewise linear value function approximation.
We begin by first smoothing ^vnta with the slope of
n
n
n
V~ta ðRta
Þ corresponding to Rta
. It is important to maintain
concavity during the update. There are several methods to
do this. For example, the successive, projective approxi1108
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mation routine (SPAR) first updates the value function,
possibly producing a piecewise linear approximation that is
no longer concave, and then projects this function back
onto the space of concave approximations [30]. The idea is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

C. Convergence Theory
Exploiting the property of concavity has allowed us to
obtain convergence results that are not possible with more
general dynamic programs. Powell et al. [30] show that a
pure exploitation algorithm (that is, the state that we visit
is determined by our action) produces provably optimal
solutions for multidimensional two-stage problems. Pure exploitation algorithms are easy to implement for highdimensional applications, since we only have to solve the
maximization problem given a value function approximation, and then simulate this forward in time. Nascimento
and Powell [43], building on the theory in Powell and
Nascimento [44], prove convergence for a multistage
energy storage problem, if there is only one storage facility. This work produces an algorithm that can handle highdimensional control vectors, such as those that govern the
allocation of energy resources around a network.
It is critical to remember that these algorithms depend
on pure exploitation. Convergence proofs for general ADP
algorithms require some form of explicit exploration strategy to force the algorithm to visit all states. Such requirements are virtually impossible to enforce in practice for
high-dimensional applications. Also, these algorithms use
approximate value iteration, where an estimate of the value at time t depends on the value function approximation.
Such algorithms are particularly easy to implement, and
they scale well for high-dimensional applications.
D. Experimental Work
There is a growing body of empirical research demonstrating that separable, piecewise linear value functions
work for industrial-scale resource allocation problems. For
example, Topaloglu and Powell [28] compare their performance for stochastic resource allocation problems.
We applied the approximate dynamic programming
problem to an electricity dispatch problem. We modeled
energy from wind, along with nuclear, coal, and natural
gas generation from the grid. Decisions were made in
hourly increments, where each decision problem was
linked by a single energy storage device.
A major challenge that arises when using value function
approximations is determining the quality of the resulting
policy. For this problem class, an interesting benchmark is
to fit the value functions for a deterministic problem, and
compare the resulting solution to the optimal solution for
the deterministic problem, obtained by using a commercial
solver. This strategy is limited by the size of the deterministic problem that the solver can handle. For our application, we applied the problem to modeling energy storage in
hourly increments over an entire year (8760 time periods).
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from wind or solar (but where the quantity is limited),
energy from a storage node in the form of a battery, and a
building with random demand.
We used this problem setting to compare two algorithmic strategies, both of which are based on approximating
the value function using basis functions. The first is
classical Approximate Policy Iteration (API), which uses
Bellman error minimization to estimate the value of being
in a state. We then use API to determine a policy based on
value function approximations. In the second, we use
direct policy search to estimate the regression parameters
of the value function approximation.

A. The Model
Our energy flow model includes five decisions:
Fig. 6. Comparison of amount of energy held in storage over an
entire year for a deterministic problem using a commercial solver
(solid line) and approximate dynamic programming (dashed line).

The results of this benchmark test are shown in Fig. 6
which shows the solution using approximate dynamic
programming (dashed line) with those from a deterministic energy storage problem obtained using a commercial
solver (solid line), which gives us the optimal solution. The
results are comparable.

VI. ADP FOR A B ATTERY STORAGE
PROBLEM WITH A GENERAL
STATE VARIABLE
We next considered an energy storage problem where we
had to model the states of different processes including
wind, load demand and prices, as well as the energy in
battery storage. The problem, depicted in Fig. 7, includes
unlimited energy from the grid (but at a price), free energy

xt ¼ ðxt;GD ; xt;GB ; xt;WD ; xt;WB ; xt;BD Þ:
These are, respectively, the flow of megawatts from Grid to
Demand (GD to the building), Grid to Battery (GB), Wind
to Demand (WD), Wind to Battery (WB), and Battery to
Demand (BD). Energy from the grid or wind that is first
stored in the battery has a conversion loss of 1  . Power
from the grid is unlimited, but at a price that depends on
the commitment made the day before for that time period.
If we need power that exceeds the commitment, then this
has to be purchased on the more expensive real-time spot
market. Power requested below the commitment is at a
price fixed in the day-ahead market. We let Et be the
energy available from the wind at time t, and we let Dt be
the energy required by the building at time t. The energy
flows are governed by
xt;WB þ xt;WD  Et
xt;WD þ xt;BD þ xt;GD ¼ Dt :
The energy storage equation is given by
Rtþ1;B ¼ RtB þ xt;GB þ xt;WB  xt;BD þ R^tþ1;B :
In addition, the wind Et , demand Dt , and real-time prices
p^rtt;G from the grid evolve according to
Etþ1 ¼ Et þ E^tþ1
Dtþ1;B ¼ DtB þ D^tþ1;B
prttþ1;G ¼ prttG þ p^rttþ1;G :

Fig. 7. Energy storage network with energy from grid and wind,
battery storage and a battery load.

R^tþ1;B is a random variable used to capture exogenous
changes in energy storage. The state of our system is
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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given by

Now write the value of a policy using


St ¼ Rt ; Et ; Dt ; prtt;G :

F ð; WÞ ¼

T
X

CðSt ; X  ðSt jÞÞ

t¼0

Of these, only Rt is directly affected by our decision vector
xt . The remainder evolves as a result of the exogenous
random variables Wt ¼ ðE^t ; D^t ; p^rtt ; R^t Þ.

B. Policy Optimization
We now face the challenge of designing a policy to
determine xt . We consider a policy with the structure



X  ðSt Þ ¼ arg maxx CðSt ; xÞ þ V SM;x ðSt ; xÞ
where the value function approximation VðSM;x ðSt ; xÞÞ is
approximated using

 X
 
V Sxt j ¼
f f Sxt :
f 2F

Here, Sxt is the post-decision state variable, which for our
problem is given by
 x

Sxt ¼ RtB
; Et ; Dt ; prtt
where

where the state variable evolves according to
Stþ1 ¼ SM ðSt ; X  ðSt Þ; Wtþ1 ð!ÞÞ. We can now pose
the problem of finding  in terms of classical
stochastic search, given by
max EFð; WÞ:
There are a number of algorithmic strategies that
we can use to find  which recognize that we
cannot compute the expectation, and have to use
sample realizations of F ð; WÞ (see [31]). We did
not assume that we could compute gradients
r Fð; WÞ.
To solve the policy search problem, we used a relatively
new algorithm based on the concept of the knowledge
gradient, which chooses a  to test the value that gives us
the highest improvement in expectation from a single
measurement. Fig. 8 is a graph of the knowledge gradient
surface after four measurements for a problem with two
policy parameters. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
describe the knowledge gradient in greater depth, but it
has been proven to asymptotically converge to the best
possible policy given the basis functions (developed for
discrete alternatives in [32], [33]). Since  is continuous,
we used a recent adaptation of the knowledge gradient
given in [34] for continuous parameters.

x
RtB
¼ RtB þ xt;GB þ xt;WB  xt;BD :

Before discussing the specific basis functions, we describe
the two methods for computing the regression vector  in
more detail.
1) Approximate Policy IterationVWith this classical
algorithmic strategy, we fix  ¼ n1 which is the
parameter vector determined at iteration n  1,
and then use this policy to generate a series of
observations ^vnt for different post-decision states
Sx;n
t . We then use recursive least squares to estimate a new regression vector n . This strategy is
well known in the ADP community (see Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis [35], Bertsekas [36], Powell [37]).
2) Direct Policy SearchVLet the policy be given by



X ðSt jÞ ¼ arg maxx CðSt ; xÞ þ

X

!
 x
f f St :

f 2F
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Fig. 8. Knowledge gradient surface for a two-dimensional
parameter vector. Each dip corresponds to a previous measurement.
The knowledge gradient policy requires finding the maximum of the
surface (hill climbing).
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Table 1 Characteristics of Test Problems

In both strategies, we are using the same policy structure. For this reason, this is a pure test of the ability of each
algorithm to find the best regression vector. There is a
convergence theory surrounding approximate policy iteration, but this requires that the basis functions span the
true value function. In practice, there is no guarantee of
this, and if we have chosen our basis functions poorly, then
estimating the regression coefficients based on sample
observations becomes dependent on how we handle issues
such as exploration.

C. Experimental Work
We created a battery of test problems based on five
attributes: whether demand is deterministic or stochastic,
the capacity of the battery, the round trip efficiency, the
level of wind, and the price of electricity from the grid. The
set of test problems are shown in Table 1. For our choice of
basis functions, we tested both a rich set of functions with
linear, quadratic and cross terms, and a second, simpler set
of functions to test the robustness of the two algorithms in
the presence of a poor set of basis functions.
For these algorithmic comparisons, it is very important
to have a benchmark. For this reason, modifications were
made to all the problems so that they could be solved
optimally using classical value iteration. This streamlined
problem assumes that demands are deterministic or follow
a zeroth order Markov process, where the sequence D^t is
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). We made
a similar assumption about the real-time price process.
This new problem, then, has only a two-dimensional postdecision state vector Sxt ¼ ðRtx ; Et Þ (the pre-decision state
has four dimensions). We then created a new problem
where xt is discretized, as is the energy process E^t . This
model can then be solved using the classical methods of
Markov decision processes. We use this problem to test our

Table 2 Results of Direct Search and Approximate Policy Iteration

approximation strategies so that we can quantify the error
precisely.
We compared the performance of the policy where the
regression parameters  were estimated using approximate
policy iteration to those obtained using direct search with
the knowledge gradient. Approximate policy iteration is
provably convergent under certain assumptions, the most
important being that with the right value of , the basis
functions are such that the approximate value function
matches the true value function. Since we cannot guarantee that we have chosen a good set of basis functions, it
is important to test both algorithms using Bgood[ and
Bbad[ sets of basis functions. All results are evaluated as a
fraction of the value of the optimal policy, where we took
advantage of our ability to solve the simplified version of
the problem. The results are shown in Table 2. When using
the large set of basis functions, both direct search and
approximate policy iteration work extremely well, producing results that are all within five percent of optimal,
and seven out of the eleven within two percent. When we
use the reduced set of basis functions, approximate policy
iteration produces very poor results on three of the eight
datasets. For one dataset (#11), approximate policy iteration produced an objective function that was only 35 percent of the optimal policy. By contrast, the worst result
produced by direct policy search was 94.5 percent of optimal, and nine out of 11 were within four percent of optimal.
These results are important. They show that policies
based on approximations of value functions can produce
very high quality solutions. This conclusion is supported by
Fig. 6, when we compare against an optimal, deterministic
benchmark, and Table 2 where we use policies based on
value function approximations. However, we have also
Vol. 99, No. 6, June 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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shown that we can get very poor results, even if we use an
algorithm such as approximate policy iteration, which is
supported by the strongest convergence proofs in the
theoretical literature [36], [38], [39]. The problem is that
our algorithms do not satisfy all the assumptions that are
required by existing rigorous convergence proofs. By contrast, direct policy search was found to be more robust.
However, additional research will be needed to extend this
strategy to high-dimensional vectors .

VI I. EFFICIENT FRONTIER
Only now are Adaptive Stochastic Control systems familiar
to other industries beginning to be used by utilities. These
controllers form a system of systems that integrates simulation models, machine learning, ADP, statistical diagnostics, capital asset planning, and contingency analysis tools
to consider both the next worst and the next most likely
events that might occur to the electric grid now and into the
short term future. Exogenous drivers must be matched with
cost/benefit analyses so that capital asset (CAPEX) and
operations, and maintenance (OPEX) budgets are properly
allocated in order to make sure the system is working
reliably and economically, as well as efficiently, at all times.
The Smart Grid is so new that few quantitative cost/benefit
analyses yet exist, but McDonald [45] has made a start.
The Adaptive Stochastic Control framework required
for a successful Smart Grid must demonstrably provide
ways of treating uncertainty from both operational and
financial standpoints, simultaneously. Hopefully, optimal,
efficient and safe operations will result far into the future.
Similar systems engineering methodologies have been
using these techniques for many years in other industries
[46], [47].
An important issue that will arise in the Smart Grid is
the handling of different objective functions. For example,
we may have to balance decisions which increase the load
that stresses portions of the grid (commonly termed a
Bload pocket[) against recommendations to curtail loads
from customer buildings. Alternatively, we may have to
balance the environmental cost of using a backup diesel
generator against the financial cost of moving a mobile
battery into position to be used by a building. These issues
arise whenever we use optimization to solve a complex
problem.
We anticipate using the classical strategy of introducing a utility function that is a weighted sum of different
objectives. Of course, this means that we will need to tune
these weights to strike the right balance for an operator,
manager, or policy maker. This can be done by simulating
different weights, reporting the value of the objectives and
then letting an BEfficient Frontier[ choose the weights
that best reflect the goals of the organization. Such Pareto
surfaces can be visualized to structurally understand the
cost/benefit gains one gets by playing one objective against
another. As part of a portfolio being managed, the Adaptive
1112
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Fig. 9. An example of the Efficient Frontier (black line) for
evaluating optimal load and source control actions.

Stochastic Controller can be configured to compute and
output the set of actions that most optimally follow such a
Pareto surface (see Fig. 9).
Optimal engineering design seeks regions that exhibit
robust tradeoffs where the objectives work well with each
other for a range of values that satisfy all the objectives.
This is akin to the notion of robust policies.
A related issue arises when introducing the issue of risk
into the Efficient Frontier. We can consider risk as one of
the objectives in a multi-objective formulation (cost, benefit, risk). A common strategy (e.g., in Markowitz portfolio
theory) to reduce the problem back to two dimensions
(cost and benefit) is to include in the utility a cost for risk
measures such as volatility. We can also include a penalty
for specific outcomes, such as exceeding environmental
regulations in the use of distributed generation.

VIII. CHALLENGES
Challenges to the future success of the Smart Grid come
from many fronts, such as the need for more consumer
buy-in and cost reduction. Consumers have to see real
savings and efficiency improvements. In addition, governmental regulations must stay up to date technologically
while at the same time staying in touch with these consumer requirements. Smart Grid components must be individually, as well as systemically, cost effective. Utilities,
service companies and universities must produce a new
generation of systems engineer savvy in computer sciences
as well as the traditional electrical engineering to staff the
Smart Grid. In the future, unimaginable products must be
easily adopted and adapted into the Smart Grid, since it
will evolve over the next 20 to 30 years.
A primary objective of the Smart Grid is to improve our
capacity to use more, but cheaper, electricity to power the
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improvements in the standard-of-living of all people on
Earth. The transition must be cost effective, or we will
never get there from here. The tracking of key performance metrics that continuously and automatically score
improvements generated by the Smart Grid will be
required if the effort is to be sustainable.
Documenting these improvements requires the establishment of an initial baseline for all major performance
components of the existing grid, and then the continuous
measurement of the impact of new technologies against
that baseline. We predict that a benefit from this Bbrutally
empirical[ measurement of performance will be the
validation of Adaptive Stochastic Control as an optimal
methodology for redirection of load around congestion,
management of peak demand, weather vagaries, equipment problems, and other grid uncertainties in ways that
will eliminate the need for the purchase of expensive new
capital assets like additional power plants, substations, and
transformers. That is why we envisage that Approximate
Dynamic Programming driven Adaptive Stochastic Control
for the Smart Grid holds the promise of providing the
autonomous intelligence required to elevate the electric
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